
Space Keeper V1.0

The first generation of this technology uses a custom made pressure sensor. I got the 
initial idea for this soft switch from Syuzi Pakhchyan’s book Fashioning Technology 
(page 65).

Exact replica of that design did not function properly for this project because there was 
too much exposed space in the middle of the pad and once the pad was bent (wrapped 
around the arm), the switch was constantly on the ON position. Therefor I had to revise 
the structure of the switch to be more compatible once integrated into the armband.

The results of this modification were very good. I wore the armband for a few hours in 
the public (TTC Subway) and discovered:

1- The buzzer was too loud.
2- There should actually be a physical human contact for the sensor to function (which 
did not happen as much as I expected it to). This gave me the idea for Space Keeper 
Version 2.0.
3- At times when I flexed my arm, the switch was activated (unwanted results).
4- Sometimes the switch would stay on the ON position even after the pressure was 
released.
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Space Keeper V2.0

For this version I decided to integrate an Infrared (IR) proximity sensor in to the circuit. 
The idea was to warn the user as another person/object is approaching (triggering the 
beeping sound to get louder and louder).

My attempts to build a custom made proximity sensor failed on two attempts:
1- After searching the web for a while I found an article at
http://www.g9toengineering.com/AllSaints/infraredproximity.htm.
This method requires a Sharp IS471FE IC which was not available to purchase from the 
local electronic vendors and ordering it from the digikey.com would take at least couple 
of days time that I did not have.
2- Searching a bit further I found another article at
http://www.artemlive.com/cgi-bin/news?c=v&id=758.
After purchasing the parts from Creatron store in Toronto, I tried to put the custom 
sensor together only to find out that this circuit iwas using some sort of a capacitor that 
was not mentioned in the article and specs were not shown in the image/video.

Going back to Creatron store and asking for alternate solutions, I found an IR Proximity 
Sensor (Sharp model GP2D120XJ00F) with an effective range between 3 to 30 
centimeters. There are also similar models with different ranges (from 10 to 150 
centimeters).
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Using this sensor in my new circuit I found out (by checking the spec sheet) that the 
sensor requires more than three volts input to operate. That is why I paired another 
battery with the existing one (I actually  had to move them away from each other so that 
they do not have a contact once the armband is wrapped around the arm.

Feedbacks and suggestions are welcomed warmely.
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